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ABSTRACT
New contributors to Wikipedia face daunting technical and social challenges, contributing to ongoing decline in editor retention and systemic bias in article content. The Wikipedia Adventure is a web-based interactive tutorial for new users that leads them through learning essential basics in a safe game-like environment, and can extend to instruction on advanced skills. All interactions are tracked and linked to the user’s real Wikipedia account, where their performance can be evaluated based on contribution logs. We constructed a prototype that demonstrates the feasibility of all essential features with a subset of lessons, and gathered preliminary usage data and feedback from novice and expert testers.

1. MOTIVATION
Since 2007, Wikipedia has experienced declining editor participation and retention, as shown in Figure 1. Suh [15] cites “exclusion of newcomers and resistance to new edits” as possible explanations. Personal experience shows new editors often either can’t figure out how to edit Wikipedia, or have negative experiences due to their unfamiliarity with the site and its policies, and stop editing. Learning policy thoroughly is an overwhelming prospect—just the key policies and guidelines fill a 270-page book—and there is little guidance regarding which policy is most important to learn first. The goal of this project is to help new Wikipedia users to generate quality content by using an interactive, web-based tutorial to teach basic Wikipedia editing and policies.

From a user perspective, the motivation to contribute to Wikipedia can come from many sources. Some are financially motivated, seeking to generate publicity for their business.
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Figure 1: Active editors and editor retention, 2004-2009. Active editors peaked in early 2007 and the one-year editor retention rate has fallen to 10%. Source: Wikimedia Foundation Editor Trends Study. [http://strategy.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Enwp_retention_vs_active_editors.png](http://strategy.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Enwp_retention_vs_active_editors.png)
ness, band, or professional works, or to increase web traffic to their website via links. Some are egotistically motivated. Some are students participating as a course requirement. Some are motivated by a desire to ensure articles are accurate, or to spread awareness of a topic or point of view. Some are motivated by a desire to make an impact, some by a desire to attain status in the Wikipedia community, and some by a desire to spread knowledge to others. Motivations of Wikipedia editors have been explored by numerous researchers; a good source is Kuznetsov, which qualitatively explored a number of intrinsic and extrinsic motivating factors such as altruism, reciprocity, community, reputation, and autonomy.

Likewise, the demographics of new Wikipedia users are diverse, coming from all age groups and all regions of the world. Thirteen-year olds in the US routinely contribute to articles on popular culture, and retiree professors abroad who are speakers of English as a second language contribute as experts in their fields. Some carry PhDs in computer science, while others are barely capable of using a web browser. Glott gives a survey of Wikipedia user demographics.

Teaching effective Wikipedia editing to such a diverse audience is a challenge: major differences in educational backgrounds and technical skill mean that tasks which are remedial for one audience (such as account creation) are challenging for others. This means the tutorial must be flexible enough to allow users to learn about basic tasks without boring more adept users. The primary strategy used to address this is allowing skipping of early lessons based on answers to questions (for example, users who already have an account are not instructed how to create one).

Another challenge is that many of the motivations listed above are short-term, in the sense that they just want to write a single article (e.g. on their company) or fix a single problematic article and are not interested in investing time and effort in the lessons needed to become a good long-term contributor. Unlike in a classroom environment, users cannot be compelled to complete the tutorial. An effective tutorial must recognize this by teaching the bare essentials needed for a contributor to begin achieving their immediate goal before they lose interest, but also encourage them to return when they encounter new barriers. One way to encourage return is to give a preview of what is taught by future lessons before they depart; another is to place links to lessons on Wikipedia, in the context where they are most useful.

2. EXISTING EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

One way for new users to learn to use Wikipedia is to simply start using Wikipedia; this is explicitly encouraged by Wikipedia’s “be bold” guideline. Upon encountering difficulties, they receive feedback from other users (see Figure 5), consult help pages, ask for help, and experiment. If their understanding is incomplete, they receive further feedback when attempting the task again. Because learning is motivated by successful completion of the task immediately at hand, this facilitates in-context learning that is targeted and personally relevant in the sense of Olfman.

These mechanisms can be highly effective for experienced users who know which of these resources to exploit and at what times, but for new users, these resources are either difficult to locate, difficult to use, or too many options are offered, leading to confusion. Moreover, the written help
3. DESIGN AND LEARNING GOALS

The goal of the introductory lessons is to help the user learn enough to complete their desired short-term task successfully, while also teaching them enough to seek additional help as needed, either through additional lessons or through existing channels on Wikipedia. As emphasized by Olfman, it’s important for initial training to include a combination of procedural training (technical how-to information) and conceptual training (helping new users to build a mental model of the site). In particular, basic concepts like how articles are communally edited and their content determined by consensus are essential for all users to understand.

After completing the initial lessons, which introduce basic editing and help tools and share a linear narrative, the user has the option of choosing from a pool of largely independent advanced lessons (exploring phase). These lessons serve two purposes: they allow users interested in exploratory learning and becoming long-term users to continue learning about subjects that interest them, and they allow users who have trouble in a particular area to learn more about that area. In both cases, they help developing editors to become expert, long-term users. By allowing direct web links to lessons, other users can suggest particular lessons, and help pages can link to related lessons. For particularly complex topics, prerequisites can be implemented where one lesson is recommended or required to be completed before another.

The practice of having an initial, easy linear stage followed by a “wide open” exploratory space of more difficult stages, illustrated in Figure 3, is common in games, such as in the Final Fantasy series, where players are initially “railroaded” along a linear set of locations while learning the mechanics of the game, but are eventually given access to an airship that allows any location in the world to be easily visited in any order (although there may still be prerequisites—quests which must be completed before other quests can be started). For this reason we refer to this as an airship structure. Acquiring the airship can be motivating in itself because of the new freedom it offers; in the same way, the tutorial can create motivation to complete introductory lessons by informing the user that once they “graduate,” the pool of advanced lessons will be unlocked.

At certain stages, the user will need to enter text, which needs to be evaluated for compliance to policies, such as “neutral point of view.” Because it’s not technically feasible to perform this evaluation on arbitrary text, the user would instead be presented a small number of text options, and the option they select is entered for them. Figure ?? shows a user selecting a username in compliance with username policy. If their selection is incorrect, they are immediately shown. Instead be presented a small number of text options, and the option they select is entered for them. Figure ?? shows a user selecting a username in compliance with username policy. If their selection is incorrect, they are immediately informed of the reason why and asked to choose again.

Other Wikipedia users have expressed an interest in translating the tutorial into other languages. This is no small matter, because each language has a separate Wikipedia project with its own community and rules, and different priorities regarding what is essential; effectively a complete lesson builder like the one described in section ?? is needed to support this.

Negative feedback is controversial. On the real Wikipedia, users receive negative feedback for violating rules, eventually
being blocked from editing entirely. The tutorial needs to illustrate that negative actions have negative consequences, without inadvertently encouraging negative actions. There are a couple ways to accomplish this: one is to show others receiving negative feedback in response to negative actions, and another is to give rapid feedback, immediately pointing out the negative action and ask the user to try again.

The introductory lessons are of special note because although all new users have a need for certain basic skills, differences in motivation and background may justify altering the approach. Tech-savvy users should be able to skip easy lessons, or else they will be bored and lose interest. Financially motivated users may need instruction on the conflict of interest policy, whereas altruistic users require none. Lessons can be made more personally relevant, again in the sense of Olfman[11] by using example content in the area of interest of the new user.

4. COLLABORATION

The tutorial described so far merely simulates communication between users, and is not effective at teaching real collaboration. Notari,[10] describing use of wikis in constructivist classrooms, places a heavy emphasis on collaboration, from the beginning developing a “communication and comment culture” with simple activities like commenting on one another’s personal introductions.

One way to address this is to exploit the existing collaborative platform by directing students to complete tasks on the real Wikipedia such as creating a real user page or giving feedback on an article talk page, creating a hybrid tutorial experience. All lessons created so far have a “Real Wikipedia task” at the end meant to reinforce the learned concepts. However, this type of task must be tailored to avoid risk of damage to the real project or its users, limiting its utility.

Another method, not yet used, is to feature interaction among players—for example, one player could leave a talk page message in the tutorial and another responds to it. This generation of tutorial content by players can create more diverse content, at the risk of incorporating unsuitable or low-quality content.

5. DRAWING USERS IN WITH GAME MECHANICS

One important goal is to draw users in to the lessons, encouraging them to complete more of them rather than abandon the interaction. A variety of familiar game mechanics can be leveraged for this. Lessons can contain links to related lessons at the end of lessons, encouraging exploratory learning, and players can receive awards for completing lessons (based on number or perhaps for completing a group of related lessons). By displaying awards on the user’s real Wikipedia user page, they are motivated by community reputation. A “high scores” chart comparing their performance to that of other community members may also be motivating. Mandatory prerequisite structures can act as an incentive: a player who wants to complete a particular lesson (perhaps because a special award is attached to it) will go through the necessary prerequisite lessons first, a process known in games as “unlocking.”
Another interesting mechanic would be for players to complete certain tasks on the real Wikipedia, and receive “credit” inside the game for it, raising their score or unlocking additional lessons. This would act as a gentle push for users reluctant to make the jump from a safe environment to one with real consequences.

Another important goal is to encourage players to redo lessons that they may not have fully understood the first time. Drawing on games, one way to do this is with a score system that yields the most points for making good editing decisions. To make achieving the best score more challenging, available responses can be chosen randomly each time.

Paras[13] emphasizes the importance of incorporating periods of reflection into gameplay, since players do not normally reflect while in a state of flow. In games like Starcraft, this is accomplished by rich visualizations and replays of what occurred during the game that can be reviewed between games. Likewise, if our tutorial possesses a score system, it should allow a player to revisit their responses and where they gained and lost points between lessons, allowing them to identify areas for improvement. This will also create what Garris[5] refers to as a “judgment-behavior-feedback loops,” an essential advantage of games over passive instruction.

6. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to be broadly accessible to the diverse user base of Wikipedia, who already has web access, a web-based tutorial is intuitively advantageous. Running portably across major platforms and on hardware with poor performance is essential. Although some users only access Wikipedia from mobile devices, the editing interface on mobile devices is not usable at the present time, and so a mobile tutorial is unnecessary.

The interface of the tutorial needs to simulate the already complex interface of Wikipedia itself, and remain up-to-date as that interface is modified. Major changes to the editing interface, for example, are planned in the next year. The approach chosen to mitigate this was to base the tutorial on MediaWiki, the open source software used by Wikipedia, with other elements added on top using Javascript. By duplicating the content, settings, and extensions of the real Wikipedia, the interface can be made to precisely resemble that of the real website.

Although it is intuitively appealing to integrate the tutorial directly into the main Wikipedia site, making it easily accessible and allowing more interaction between it and the real site, this also risks compromising the impression of safety offered by a clear simulation (and may in fact lead to damage to the actual project, in the event of errors). Moreover, changes in the underlying site would require continual updates to the script. Instead the tutorial was located at a separate domain, providing stability and safety.

In order to validate ownership of Wikipedia accounts, we use a reserved Wikipedia account and the MediaWiki API to send e-mail to their Wikipedia user containing a confirmation code, which is then entered into the tutorial. The confirmation code is a hash of their username together with a secret key. This ensures accurate association of accounts.

Users are encouraged to use a different password from their regular Wikipedia password for their tutorial website account. Passwords are protected using standard salting and key stretching techniques.

7. USER TESTING AND ASSESSMENT

As with any software tool, the most valuable feedback comes from real users. The system is instrumented to track each action by users, allowing their progress to be assessed. User e-mails are requested, allowing follow-up surveys or interviews for qualitative feedback. Users create accounts which are tied to their Wikipedia accounts via a secure validation process, allowing their performance in the lessons to be correlated with their later contribution history as editors. Testing is expected to be an indefinitely ongoing process alongside real use.

New users can be recruited from a variety of existing venues that already deal with new users and answer their questions, including online chat, the Articles for Creation process, welcome messages, and the help desk page. Links can be added to the tutorial where suitable, and volunteers who deal with new users can be trained to link to relevant tutorial lessons.

Proficiency is assessed from a user’s Wikipedia contribution by an expert Wikipedia user using a rubric, shown in Figure 6. The rubric highlights essential skills that are taught in the tutorial and can be observed. To deal with the fact some parts of the rubric don’t apply to users who don’t edit much at all, we define three participation categories:

- Low participation (0): User made no edits to Wikipedia article content, or made only minor edits such as spelling corrections.
- Medium participation (1): User made some major content contributions to Wikipedia, but had little to no interaction with other editors.
- High participation (2): User made major content contributions to Wikipedia and interacted substantially with other editors.

The rubric indicates which items apply to which participation category, and scores can only be compared within a category. These scores can then be analyzed, for example by determining whether tutorial users have significantly higher scores, or by correlating them to a user’s level of progress through the tutorial. This is not a controlled study because participants in the tutorial are self-selected, but it can offer a broad estimate of improvement while also pointing out issues in certain lessons.

Only users in the same participation category can be directly compared. The number of users in each participation category can be used to assess overall participation level of the group.

7.1 Preliminary usage and issues

Although lessons are incomplete, a small number of test users were recruited from friends and coworkers to complete the first two lessons, including a mix of novice and expert
Figure 6: A portion of the rubric for assessing a user's proficiency based on their contribution history. Items are based on important policies and editing mechanics. Each item is labelled with the participation categories to which it applies (see text). The scores for each item are added to obtain an overall performance score.
in each category at the top.

Users building lessons need to be able to identify elements of the page robustly without understanding the underlying markup. Ideally, the lesson builder would simply click on an element and a robust query identifying the element at that position would be derived automatically. Lessons follow a state machine, and lesson builders need to be able to identify lesson steps and transitions between steps based on user input. A visualization of this state machine may be effective. Lesson builders also need to be able to dynamically modify the page to create the appearance of the user’s actions having an effect when in fact (for repeatability) this is not permitted. A history feature would be valuable to permit collaboration on lesson designs over time.

The lesson builder can be extended into a more complete toolkit allowing third parties to develop interactive tutorials for any website, or even for desktop applications. Appropriate abstractions would need to be created to remove the current implementation’s strong dependency on Javascript.

9. STATUS AND FUTURE WORK

A prototype with a subset of lessons is implemented and available at http://wikipediaadventure.org. Although the prototype successfully verifies the feasibility of the implementation mechanisms required and has been able to produce preliminary feedback, more content must be generated to complete the introductory lessons and fully prepare new editors for contributing. Advanced lessons can be added as they become available.

Ad hoc testing by experienced users has been performed, and usage data has been gathered, which gives basic information like minimum lesson completion time, but is not representative of the target user class. Proficiency assessment of users in the control group is proceeding in parallel with development. More lessons must be completed before proficiency assessment can meaningfully proceed for tutorial users. Analysis will follow.

Motivating game mechanics such as a score system and user page awards are currently unimplemented.

With assistance from volunteers, the tutorial will be translated to other languages for use with other language versions of Wikipedia.

Currently lesson information is hardcoded in Javascript, which suffices for introductory lessons, but advanced lessons need to address hundreds of detailed policies and technical features. The lesson builder is essential to scale the project by distributing the effort of building a pool of advanced lessons among volunteers. The lesson builder also provides a path to a tool that is useful in a more general setting.

10. CONCLUSIONS

We created a prototype that effectively demonstrates the technical feasibility of building an interactive tutorial for new Wikipedia users, tracking usage and progress, and linking users to their real Wikipedia accounts. Upon completion of the lesson content, educational assessment can begin. The system serves both to address a clear need of the Wikipedia project, and as a first application of a more general system that can provide interactive education for a variety of technological tools.
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